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day, the man draws from Devachan as much as he has
prepared himself to take by his efforts during earthly life.
On this plane exists the infinite fulness of the Divine
Mind, open in all its limitless affluence to every soul, just
in proportion as that soul has qualified himself to receive*
It is a world whose power of response to a man's aspira-
tions is limited only by his capacity to aspire. In the East
it is said that each man brings his own cup, of which some
are large and some small, but each cup, large or small, is
filled to its utmost capacity; the sea of bliss holds far more
than enough for all.
Q. Then has not every one the same kind of heaven, or
the same intensity of bliss there ?
Ans. The mental images (or thought-forms) of unselfish
thoughts which had stayed like seeds in the mental body
begin to manifest like trees in Devachan, so that when a
man has formed many mental images through aspiration
for knowledge or unselfish desire to help humanity, though
those images had then looked like castles in the air in the
physical world, they now materialise in the finer matter of
the mental world, and the man sees himself doing there
everything according to his desire.
Mental matter being more subtle than physical
matter, thoughts are things in the mental or heaven-world,
and by the power of thought every one in heaven creates
his own world according to his desires. As are a man's
thoughts, so is his Devachan, and the thoughts of no two
persons- being alike, their heavens also must differ accord-
ingly. Still every one finding himself each moment exactly
according to his desire, all are extremely happy though
enjoying different degrees of bliss.
Again, if the joys of heaven were of one particular
type only, as the orthodox theory holds, there would

